Total Cost of Ownership & ROI
The Economic Advantage of V3 Virtualization

SCALABILITY

iPro IT's V3 VDI Solution offers a significantly reduced deployment cost compared with other
VDI solutions. Technology administrators appreciate reduced complexity and improved
end-user experience as well. Compared with physical desktops, the V3 VDI Solution can
reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) for each PC while improving speed, enhancing
simplicity, and providing a scalable IT solution that can adapt to your enterprise's changing
needs.

SPEED

SIMPLICITY

SECURITY

TCO / ROI

iPro IT's V3 VDI Solution achieves fast ROI and reduced TCO by reducing your physical PC
expenses through time. Most organizations have a 3-4 year refresh cycle for their physical
desktops. PCs running in a V3-powered environment cost significantly less to maintain, with
improved performance, and greater longevity. Your refresh cycle is extended into 5-7 years
per physical desktop.

Cost of Workstation without VDI
Purchase price of computer
Deployment
Operations (admin, downtime, patches)
Support, including software reload
Software/data retirement
Parts replacement
Upgrade hardware
Employee time (waiting or trying to fix)
Total 4 year cost

1,200
350
950
1,300
430
200
200
360
$4,990

Cost of Workstation with VDI
Purchase of end-point device
Deployment
Operations (admin, downtime, patches)
Support, including software reload
Software/data retirement
Parts replacement
Upgrade hardware
Employee time (waiting or trying to fix)
VDI
Total 4 year cost

350
150
200
300
0
200
0
80
1,200
$2,480

VDI can save you $2,510 per workstation over 4 years.
Using averages from surveys by Microsoft, Gartner, Techaisle, and Nash Networks

With greater processing speed, simplicity of management, and ease of scalability, iPro IT's V3 VDI Solution is
the best VDI value on the market. It can save you thousands of dollars per physical desktop while delivering
better performance that not only improves the productivity of your enterprise but it enhances your
profitability as well.
Contact iPro IT today for more information on how our specialized knowledge and experience can make
virtualization easily work for you.
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